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The University of the State of New York

REGENTS HIGH SCHOOL EXAMINATION

TENTH YEAR MATHEMATICS
Monday, August 17t -8:30 a.m.,

The last page of the booklet is the answer sheet, which is perforated. Fold the last page along the perfora
tion and then, slowly and carefully, tear off the answer sheet. Now fill in the heading of your answer sheet. When
you have finished the heading, you may begin the examination immediately.

Part I
Answer all questions in this part. Each correct answer will receive 2 credits. No partial credit will be allowed. W rite your

answers in the spaces provided on the separate answer sheet.

The diagonal of a rectangle is 17 and its altitude is 8.
Find the length of the base.

2 From an external point P, tangents P.ll and PB are
drawn to a circle. If PA = 5x - 2 and PB = 3x 4,
find the value of x,

3 The area of trapezoid ABCD is 60 square inches. The
altitude is 4 inches and base AB is 17 inches long.
Find the number of inches in the length of base CD.

11 A vertical feet high casts a shadow 11 feet long
on level ground. Find to the nearest degree the angle
of elevation of the sun.

12 In a circle, chord AB bisects chord CD at E. The
lengths of AE and EB are 3 inches and 27 inches, re
spectively. H.QW many inches long is chord CDt

13 One angle of a rhombus contains 1200
, and the shorter

diagonal is 8 inches long. Find in radical form the
number of square inches in the area of the rhombus.

14 Find in terms of • the circumference of a circle whose
. 25

area IS ~- 'Ir.

4

4 Each interior angle of a polygon contains 1500
• Find

the number of sides of the polygon.

5 The ratio of the radii of two regular polygons of the
same number of sides is 1 : 4. The area of the smaller
polygon is 4 square feet. \V rite the number of square
feet in the area of the larger polygon.

15 The area of a
is 44. Find the

is 121 and its perimeter
apothem,

6 Find the length of the line segment joining the points
whose coordinates are (-3,2) and (6,-1). [Answer
should be left in radical form.]

16 area of square 32. Find the
diagonal.

of a

7 \V rite the coordinates of the midpoint of the line
segment joining the points whose coordinates are
(3a,-b) and (a .•b).

8 The sum of the comrlement and the supplement of a
certain angle is 168. Find the number of degrees
in the angle.

9 The radius of a circle is 9. Express in terms of tr the
area of a sector of 100

•

17 Quadrilateral ABeD is inscribed in a circle. Angle
A contains 58°. How many degrees are in angle C?

18 A tangent and a secant are drawn to a circle from an
external point. The secant is 18 inches long, and the
external segment of the secant is 2 inches long. Find
the number of inches in the length of the tangent.

19 In triangle ABC, D is a point on ~4B between A and B;
and E is a point on AC between ~4 and C so that DE is
parallel to Be. If 44D = 2, DB =3 and Be = 10,
find the length of DE.

10 From point P outside a circle, two secants PAB and
PCDare drawn,intercepting larger arc BD contain
ing 105 0 and smaller arc AC. Angle P contains 34°.
Find the number of degrees in arc AC.

20 In right triangle
the hypotenuseAB.
the length of AB.

CD is the altitude drawn to
AD = 5 and AC =6» find
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(3) CR < BR
(4) CR > BR

21 \Vrite an
abscissas are

of oi
less than their ordinates.

whose

drawn.

27 In triangle 44.BC, angle C is a right angle. R) Sand T
are the midpoints of AB, Be and C...4., respectively.
Then

CR > ST
CR = ST

Directions . \y rite in the space 11",.,.,,"',"1 H J"O,'«

separate answer sheet the the L~"'''lI''\''''~I:'Cti\n

that best completes eachstatement or answers tach "1I ••.t~"~+1t''\'"

23 The point P 2 inches from the line ..dlil."fhe total
number of at a distance of 4 inches from line
....t1E and also at a distance inches from P is

(1.) 1 2 4

28 Given the statement" If the opposite sides of a quadri
lateral are equal, the quadrilateral is a parallelogram."
Which is an inverse of this statement?

( 1) If the opposite sides of a quadrilateral are parallel
the quadrilateral is a parallelogram. '

(2) If a quadrilateral is not a parallelogram, the op
posite sides of the quadrilateral are not equal.

(3) If a quadrilateral is a parallelogram, the opposite
sides are equal.

(4) If the opposite sides of a quadrilateral are not
equal, the quadrilateral is not a parallelogram.

24 In parallelogram
tersects side CD at E.
(1) AE
(2) ec

..4 in-

..:4£)
the distance of E from J.4.B

Directions (29-30): Leave all construction lines on the
answer sheet.

25 The lengths of two sides of a triangle are 5 and 6.
The third side may be

1) 1 11
(2) \is y!130

26 Which statement is an example of a correct definition?

( 1) A central angle of a circle'is an angle formed by
two of its radii.

(2) :~n acute triangle is a triangle in which one angle
IS acute.

(3) l\ parallelogram is a figure with opposite sides
parallel,

(4) l\ regular is a which is equi-
angular,

[2]

29 Given triangle ABC and line segment DE on the
answer sheet. Construct triangle FDE similar to
triangle ABC so that BC and DE are corresponding
sides. ~

30 Given rectangle ABCD on the answer sheet. Find
by construction, the point on DC which is equidistant
from AB and AD.
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Answers to the following questions are to be written on paper furnished by the school.

Part II
Answer four questions from this part. Show all work unless otherwise directed.

31 Prove either a or b but not both: l 35 The coordinates of the vertices oi parallelogram
a An angle formed by t\VO chords intersecting inside ...JI~CD are .."'I -1 t B (4,2) t C (,3,9) and [J

the circle is measured bv one-half the sum of the ).
intercepted arcs. .. a Find the coordinates of the midpoint of line seg-

OR ment ..-1(".
b The square of the hypotenuse of a right triangle is b the found in part a, determine the co-

equal to the sum of the squares of the legs. ordinates of point 1). (4)
c Show that parallelogram ..-I BC~l) a rhombus. l4]

LE < LB [5]

E

M
A C

36 In the figure shown, bi
sector .dE of exterior
angleD.l4B of triangle
...-lBC meets bisector C'E
of angle .4C1:: at E. 0

a Prove: E.4B> LBCE [5]
b In triangles E...4F and BeF, prove:

*37 Th- vertices of quadrilateral ,,4BCD are <t:4. (0,0),
B (0,-3), C (7,4) and D (4,4).

a Using graph paper, draw quadrilateral ",4BCD. [1]
b \V'rite an equation of the line passing through the

points .4 and D. [3]
c \ \lrite an equation of the line passing through the

points C and D.. [2]
d Select the correct choicefrom the following: [2]

1 ~4BCD is a parallelogram,
,,4BCD is a trapezoid with unequal nonparal
lel sides.

(3) ,,4.BCD is an isosceles trapezoid.
(4) ..4.11CD is a rhombus.

e Find the number of degrees in angle DCB, [2]

*This question is based on an optional topic in the
syllabus.

A

[10]

34 The perimeter of a regular polygon of 9 sides is 126.

a Find to the nearest tenth the length of the apothem
of the polygon. [5]

b ITsing the result found in part a. find to the nearest
inieqer the number of square units in the area of the
polygon. [2]

c Find to the nearest inteqer the length of the radius
of the circle which can be circumscribed about the
regular polygon. [3]

33 Trapezoid ABeD, with AB the larger base, is in
scribed in a circle. Sides AD and Be are extended
to meet at P. Diagonals AC and BD meet at R. Arc
CD contains 60 degrees and BD is perpendicular to
AC.

a Find the number of degrees in arc AB, arc AD and
arc CB. [2,2, 1]

b Find the number of degrees in angle P. [2]
c If the length of CB is 8, find the area of triangle

CRB. [ ...Answer may be left in radical form.] [3]

32 In the figure shown, AB
is a diameter of circle O,
DB is tangent to the circle
at B, and AB bisects angle
DAC. D""'----~.......

Prove: .:4(,'" X AD = (AS)!

(3) [OVER]
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Use
by making msernons

otherwise soecinen, matnematicallv
Units need not be given when the worrtmz

Part I
Allow 2 for each correct answer ; allow

credit if the pupil has written the correct answer

errors.
anSV\lerS will be 41.1\.' n 11;;.'1,,1...

omissions.

allow

(1) 15

3

(3) 13

12

(5) 64

(6) \/90 or 3\/10

(24, 0)

51

9
-7('

4

(10) 37

11) 36

(12) 18

(13) 32v'J

(14) 51r

11
(15) T
(16) 8

(17) 122

6

(19) 4

(20) 71-

(21) x = y - 5 or 'J = s + 5

(22) 72

(23) 3

(24) 3

2

(27) 2

(28) 4

Part II

refer to J~XO'HJ'MJiotf,
in in as to whether the error

is purely a mechanical one or due to a violation of 1\ mechanical error generally
should receive a deduction of 10 percent, while an error to a violation of some cardinal prin-
ciple should receive a deduction ranging from 30 to 50 percent, depending on the relative
importance of the principle in the solution of the n ....nt\I_...,.,

(33) a 120, 90, 90
b 30 [2]
c 8\/3 [3]

(34) a 19.2 [5]
b 1210 [2]
c 20 [3]

[2,2,1] a (1,3)
b (-2,4)

*(37) b y = s
e y = 4
d 3 [2]
, 45 [2]

[2]
[4]

[3]
[2]
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